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Abstract—As the core count in shared-memory manycores
keeps increasing, it is becoming increasingly harder to design
cache-coherence protocols that deliver high performance without
an inordinate increase in complexity and cost. In particular,
sharing patterns where a group of cores frequently reads and
writes a shared variable are hard to support efficiently. Hence,
programmers end up tuning their applications to avoid these
patterns, hurting the programmability of shared memory.
To address this problem, this paper uses the recently-proposed
on-chip wireless network technology to augment a conventional
invalidation-based directory cache coherence protocol. We call
the resulting protocol WiDir. WiDir seamlessly transitions between wired and wireless coherence transactions for a given
line based on the access patterns in a programmer-transparent
manner. In this paper, we describe the protocol transitions
in detail. Further, an evaluation using SPLASH and PARSEC
applications shows that WiDir substantially reduces the memory
stall time of applications. As a result, for 64-core runs, WiDir
reduces the execution time of applications by an average of 22%
compared to a conventional directory protocol. Moreover, WiDir
is more scalable. These benefits are obtained with a very modest
power cost.
Index Terms—Multicore, Wireless Network on chip, Directory
cache coherence protocol

I. I NTRODUCTION
Exploiting a combination of innovative chip manufacturing
techniques and reduced semiconductor feature sizes, computer
manufacturers continue to increase the core counts of processor chips. With more on-chip cores and bigger caches, systems
can run bigger problems with limited cost increase. For example, Ampere’s Altra [1] uses 7nm technology to support up to
80 ARM cores and a 32 MB Last-Level Cache (LLC) with a
coherent mesh interface on a single die. As another example,
AMD’s EPYC 7742 processor [2] uses a chiplet organization
and 7nm technology to support up to 64 cores (2-way SMT)
and a 256 MB LLC with the Infinity Fabric interconnect.
Further, Intel’s Xeon Platinum 9282 processor [3] uses a dualdie package and 14nm technology to host up to 56 cores
(2-way SMT) and a 77 MB LLC connected with a mesh
interconnect. In the near future, it is likely that on-chip core
counts will continue to increase.
For these manycores, shared memory is the most popular
programming and execution model. The reasons are sharedmemory’s ease of programming, well-developed existing algorithms, and widespread libraries such as POSIX threads and
OpenMP. To support shared memory at this scale, designers
build directory-based hardware cache-coherence protocols [4].
Designing such protocols is an arduous process. Importantly,
as the core count goes up, it is becoming harder to engineer

cache-coherence protocols that deliver high performance without an inordinate increase in complexity and cost.
As an example, consider patterns where a group of cores
frequently reads and writes a shared variable. Coherence
protocols rely on invalidations to keep coherence [5]–[7], and
do not support these patterns efficiently. As soon as a core
writes the variable, all the other sharers get invalidated, and
any subsequent read by another core suffers a costly cache
miss. Sending invalidations and then re-reading the data creates long-latency transactions in a large on-chip interconnect.
Update-based protocols [8] are not the solution either, as they
have shortcomings for many common patterns, which has
prompted designers to eschew them. As a result, if programmers want to attain high performance, they have to carefully
tune the sharing behavior of their applications, ensuring that
patterns like the ones mentioned appear infrequently.
Wireless Network on Chip (WNoC) is a new technology that
has recently seen a lot of interest [9]–[16]. In WNoCs, each
core or group of cores in a manycore has a transceiver and an
antenna, which it uses to communicate wirelessly with other
cores. While the bandwidth of a WNoC is limited (only one
or a few messages can be transmitting at a time), a WNoC
supports low-latency transfers, since a message can cross a
large manycore in about 5ns [17]. Further, WNoCs naturally
support update multicasts and broadcasts. As a result, WNoCs
have been proposed to speed-up applications on manycores.
For example, WiSync [18] uses it to speed-up synchronization,
while Choi et al. [19] use it to accelerate CNN training in
CPU-GPU heterogeneous architectures, and Replica [20] uses
it to speed-up the execution of communication-intensive and
approximate computations.
An intriguing question is whether a conventional, wired
cache coherence protocol can be augmented to use a wireless
network so that patterns like the ones described above can be
supported efficiently. Frequent read-write sharing by multiple
cores can indeed be efficiently supported by a WNoC: writes
update all sharers without complicated multi-hop coherence
transactions or lengthy message routing; reads can access data
locally. However, to implement a complete coherence protocol,
one needs to carefully combine wired and wireless transactions
in a seamless manner.
In this paper, we present such a protocol, which we call
WiDir. WiDir extends an invalidation-based directory cache
coherence protocol with some wireless transactions. The goal
is to efficiently support frequent read-write sharing within
a group of cores — which has largely eluded conventional
coherence protocols. WiDir seamlessly transitions between
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wired and wireless transactions for the same datum based
on the access patterns in a programmer-transparent manner.
The end result is higher performance without the need to tune
applications and hurt programmability.
For the design in this paper, we start with a conventional
invalidation-based MESI protocol over a wired NoC. For a
given cache line, WiDir uses this protocol when there are few
sharers. Then, when the number of sharers goes over a certain
threshold, the line transitions to the Wireless (W) state, where
sharing between cores uses wireless transactions. When the
number of sharers falls back down to the threshold, the line
goes back to using MESI over the wired NoC. The paper
describes the WiDir protocol transitions in detail.
Our evaluation using simulations running SPLASH and
PARSEC applications shows that WiDir substantially reduces
the memory stall time of the applications. As a result, for 64core runs, WiDir reduces the execution time of applications by
an average of 22% compared to plain MESI. Moreover, WiDir
is more scalable than MESI. These benefits are obtained with
a very modest power cost.
Overall, the contributions of this paper are:
• The novel use of WNoCs to enhance a cache coherence
protocol. This use further builds up the case for WNoCs.
• The WiDir directory-based hardware cache-coherence protocol that seamlessly combines wired and wireless transactions.
• An evaluation of WiDir.
II. BACKGROUND & M OTIVATION
A. Motivation for Wireless Network On Chip
Traditionally, a wired Network on Chip (NoC) uses a
packet-switched interconnection fabric with each processor
connected to a router as shown in Figure 1. Routers enqueue
packets, compute routes, arbitrate, and dequeue packets in
each hop towards the destination, incurring delays and energy
consumption. To connect the routers, a mesh topology is
typically used due to its simple layout and low link length [21].
However, the average hop count scales proportionally to
√
N , where N is the core count. There are other, high-radix
topologies that reduce the network diameter [22], but at the
expense of area and energy cost at the routers.
In contrast, WNoC architectures [9]–[16] are attractive because they can transfer a message chip-wide with a latency of
only a few clock cycles, regardless of the size of the chip or the
number of cores. Each core or group of cores has an antenna
and a transceiver, as shown in Figure 1. Small antennas in
the mmWave bands and beyond [23]–[26] can be feasibly
integrated, and broadcast messages [18], [20], [27]. Figure 1
shows vertical monopole antennas based on Through-Silicon
Vias (TSVs), which perforate the bulk silicon [26]. Information
coming from a core is modulated by the transceiver and sent
by the antenna. The resulting signals propagate inside the
chip package, bouncing off the metallic heat sink until they
reach the receivers. Propagation causes signals to be attenuated
a few tens of dBs, mainly due to spreading loss and the

relatively high transmission loss in the bulk silicon [28]–
[30]. However, these losses are tolerable [17], and prevent the
enclosed package from acting as a reverberation chamber.

Fig. 1: Wired NoC mesh augmented with a wireless NoC
within a conventional flip-chip package with one vertical
monopole antenna and transceiver per core.
B. Uses of Wireless Network On Chip
There are multiple proposals to use WNoCs to enhance the
architecture of manycores [18]–[20], [27]. In general, these
works leverage the low latency and affordable broadcast of
a WNoC to accelerate key patterns. Mondal et al. [27] and
WiSync [18] use a WNoC to transfer all the accesses to
synchronization variables, which are often traffic hot spots.
In WiSync, synchronization variables are placed in a special
memory called Broadcast memory. Using the WNoC only
requires re-targeting the synchronization libraries or macros
and, therefore, is transparent to programmers. Choi et al. [19]
use a WNoC to transfer a fraction of the traffic generated
during the training of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
in a CPU-GPU integrated architecture. The network design is
architecture-aware and, like WiSync, transparent to the programmer. Replica [20] uses a WNoC to carry all the accesses
to communication-intensive variables. The programmer has
to explicitly identify these variables, which requires some
effort. These variables are then placed in a special memory
accessible by the WNoC. Replica also introduces approximate
transformations, both in hardware and in software, which
exploit the characteristics of WNoC communication. Mondal
et al., WiSync, and Replica partition the data structures into
those that use the wired and those that use the wireless NoC,
whereas Choi et al. do not.
In this paper, we focus on a different problem: enlisting
both NoCs in supporting cache coherence protocol transactions. Both NoCs need to operate seamlessly together in a
programmer-transparent manner.
C. Scalable Cache Coherence Protocols
Scalable cache coherence is attained through the use of
directories [5]–[7], [31]–[33]. Directory cache coherence is
widely used commercially, such as in Intel’s Core i7 systems.
Commercial systems use invalidation-based schemes [5]–[7]

rather than update ones [8]. This is because, in general, update
protocols create more traffic and are subject to pathological
cases. Examples of such cases are when data is left behind in
a cache after the process migrates to another core, or when
a process simply initializes data structures for several other
processes, which will be running on other cores. There are
proposals for hybrid invalidation-update protocols [34], [35].
In multiprocessors with large core counts, it is very costly
for the directory to keep presence bits for all possible cores
that could share a line at a time. As a result, designers use
limited pointer schemes [6], [7], where a directory entry can
only keep pointers to a handful of cores for each line. When
the number of cores that want to share a line overflows the
available limited pointers, a special action is taken, such as
setting a broadcast bit, evicting a pointer, or re-configuring
the directory entry. From then on, the directory will record
sharing information in a less precise or less efficient manner.
The motivation for limited-pointer schemes is experimental
data showing that an individual write often invalidates only a
few caches [36]. But, as the machine’s core count increases,
the average write invalidates more caches. Further, if the write
did not invalidate the sharers, more sharers would accumulate,
and a later write with invalidation would be more expensive.
To gain insight into this issue, we modeled writes that
update rather than invalidate, and measured the number of
sharers that a line accumulates until the line is evicted from
the LLC. For the 64-core machine and applications described
in Section V, this number is on average 21 sharers. We then
considered the cores that shared the line before a write, and
measured what fraction of them re-read the line after the write.
Such fraction is, on average, 56%. This data suggests that
if, under some circumstances, we allow a write to perform a
wireless update to the sharers rather than invalidating them,
we may improve performance.

component. We call the protocol WiDir. The directory entry
for any given shared line can dynamically transition between
wired and wireless coherence transactions during program
execution, depending on the current access pattern.
Initially, a line uses an invalidation-based protocol operating
on the wired NoC. When the number of sharers for the line
reaches a certain threshold count (e.g., when all the pointers
to sharers are used up), the line transitions to using wireless
coherence transactions.
Later, the protocol may revert back to using wired coherence
transactions for the line. This occurs when the directory
realizes that the number of active sharers of the line has
decreased below a certain threshold count. The directory is
aware of this case because it is informed when a sharer
invalidates or evicts the line from its cache — either because
the sharer is not interested in the line anymore or because it
needs the cache space for another line.
The WiDir protocol is supported by a manycore like the
one shown in Figure 2. Each node in the manycore contains:
a core with private caches (i.e., L1 instruction and data caches
in the figure), a local slice of the shared last level cache (LLC)
and its corresponding directory slice, a network interface, a
local router to connect to the wired network, a transceiver,
and two antennas to communicate wirelessly. To reduce costs
in a large manycore, multiple neighboring nodes could share
a single antenna pair.

III. D ESIGN OF W I D IR
A. Main Idea
State-of-the-art directory protocols for large core counts
use invalidation-based limited pointer (or coarse-vector)
schemes [6], [7], [37]. As more and more cores read a shared
line, the limited pointers for the line overflow, and a special
action is taken in the directory entry for the line, such as
setting a broadcast bit, evicting a pointer, or reconfiguring the
directory entry. A subsequent write (and sometimes even a
read) becomes more expensive. For example, it may trigger
the broadcast of an invalidation to all the cores in the machine.
As a result, existing cache coherence protocols for large
core counts are unable to efficiently support groups of cores
frequently reading and writing a shared line.
Wireless communication is ideally suited to this type of
sharing pattern. The writer core broadcasts the update to all
the current sharers in a short, fast, multicast transaction. As
the sharers issue subsequent reads, they obtain the up-to-date
version of the datum from their caches.
In this paper, we present a hybrid directory-based cache
coherence protocol that combines a wired and a wireless

Fig. 2: Manycore that supports the WiDir protocol.
Following Abadal et al. [18], we use a data antenna and
a tone antenna to communicate via a wireless data channel
and a wireless tone channel, respectively. The data channel
is centered at the 60 GHz frequency, and is used for data
and most coherence messages; the tone channel is centered
at 90 GHz and is used as a special-purpose acknowledgment
channel. The data channel uses the BRS wireless protocol [38].
In this protocol, when a node has data to transmit, it first listens
to the medium. When the medium is free, the node transmits
a 1-cycle preamble, and leaves the second cycle empty to find
out if there was a collision. If there was a collision, the node
squashes the transmission and, after potentially an exponential
back-off period, it restarts the transmission from the beginning;
otherwise, the node completes the transmission in the next few

cycles. No further collision is possible because no other node
will attempt to transmit until the current transmission uses up
its allocated wireless cycles.
Cache coherence protocol messages issued by the local core
or the local directory controller are passed via the network
interface to the transceiver or the local wired NoC router,
depending on the type of message that is being sent. For
incoming messages from either of the two networks, the
process is the same but in reverse.
B. Basic WiDir Operation
WiDir augments a vanilla invalidation-based directory coherence protocol with a new state, called Wireless or Wireless
Shared (W). In this state, a write by one of the sharers sends
the fine-grain update, rather than the cache line, through the
wireless network, and updates the caches of all the other
sharers. A read by a sharer gets the latest version of the datum
from its cache. The wireless network serializes all the updates
to any lines in W state.
In W state, the directory does not record which cores share
the line, but only how many do. A line enters the W state from
the Shared (S) state of the wired protocol, when the number of
sharers goes above a MaxWiredSharers threshold. Cores with
a line in W state are supposed to actively share the line, by
regularly reading/writing the line. If a core does not do that,
the hardware invalidates the local copy of the line and sends a
signal to the directory, which decreases the count of wireless
sharers. When the count decreases to MaxWiredSharers, the
line transitions to the S state of the wired protocol.
The directory structure changes little from a conventional
design. Without loss of generality, WiDir builds on top of a
conventional MESI protocol, with a directory implementation
that uses i shared pointers with broadcast (Diri B) [6], [7].
However, many other implementations, such as a Coarse
Vector design (Diri CVr ) [7] can easily be adapted as well. The
one constraint is that MaxWiredSharers is no higher than the
number of sharer pointers supported by the directory scheme
(i.e., i in Diri B or Diri CVr ).
Figure 3 shows the structure of the directory and caches in
the conventional protocol augmented with WiDir. The changes
added by WiDir are in bold. The changes are as follows.
First, one of the states is W. Second, when a directory entry
changes to W, the field of sharer pointers becomes a count
of the sharer cores (SharerCount). Third, the Broadcast bit is
always zero. Finally, each line in the private caches has a field
called UpdateCount, which will be described later. Note that
the SharerCount field needs to have as many as log2 N bits,
where N is the core count in the manycore. This is because a
wireless line may be shared by all the cores in the manycore.
To understand how WiDir works, we describe the two
main transactions, namely the S→W transition and the W→S
transition. In the process, we will see the need for two new
primitives for wireless cache-coherence protocols, namely the
Selective Data-Channel Jamming (Jamming) and the ToneChannel Acknowledgment (ToneAck). The former gives the
directory the ability to reject incoming transactions for a

Fig. 3: Cache and directory structure of a conventional protocol augmented (in bold) for WiDir.
directory entry that the directory is currently operating on; the
corresponding primitives in wired protocols are bouncing or
buffering incoming transactions if the directory entry is busy.
The second primitive gives the directory the ability to receive
acknowledgment messages from many cores very cheaply. The
primitives are discussed in Section III-C.
1) Transition from Shared to Wireless: When the directory
receives a read/write request from a new core for a line that is
already shared by MaxWiredSharers cores, the directory initiates the transition of the line to W. It does so by broadcasting a
BroadcastWirelessUpgrade message (BrWirUpgr) for the line
on the wireless data channel. It also sends a WirelessUpgrade
response (WirUpgr) with the line to the requesting cache using
the wired network.
Immediately on reception of BrWirUpgr, all the Tone antennas in the manycore (including the one in the node with the
directory that initiated the message) start a ToneAck operation.
For the initiating directory, this operation fully terminates only
when each of the nodes in the machine completes one of the
following operations: (i) the node determines that it does not
contain the line in its private cache, (ii) the node finds out that
it contains the line in its private cache and sets its cache state
for the line to W, (iii) the node had requested the line using
the wired network and has finally received either the line or
a bounced response from the directory; if it has received the
line, it has set its cache state for the line to W.
Once the ToneAck operation is complete for the initiating
directory, the directory stores a count of the sharer nodes
(SharerCount) in the sharer pointers field, and changes the
state to W. From now on, all writes by the sharer processors
use the wireless data network. In particular, the core that, by
issuing a request triggered the transition to W, if it intended to
write, it now retries the write using the wireless data network.
However, other nodes complete their ToneAck operation at
different times before the initiating directory does. When they
do, they resume execution. It is possible that one of the sharer
nodes now issues a write (now using the wireless data network)
before the initiating directory has fully terminated the ToneAck
operation. The directory has to prevent this from happening
because its transition is not completed. Consequently, after

starting the ToneAck operation, the antenna in the node with
the initiating directory starts a Jamming operation for this line
in the data channel. This prevents any core from successfully
updating this line using the wireless data channel.
After the transition is fully completed, if a new core issues
a read/write request to the line, the transaction will reach the
directory using the wired network. In this case, the directory
responds to the requester with WirUpgr and the line, using the
wired network and, importantly, increments SharerCount.
2) Transition from Wireless to Shared: When cores keeping
a line in W state are not interested in frequently reading/writing the line anymore, the line should return to S. To
be able to do so, WiDir augments each line in each private
cache with a short counter (e.g., 2 bits) called UpdateCount,
which detects when the local core is not interested in the line
anymore. When a cached line enters the W state, UpdateCount
is cleared. From then on, every time that the cache receives
a wireless update, UpdateCount is incremented; every time
that the local core accesses the line, UpdateCount is reset. If
UpdateCount reaches a certain threshold count, it is assumed
that the local core is uninterested in the line. Hence, the hardware invalidates the line in the cache and sends a PutWireless
message (PutW) to the directory indicating that the core is no
longer a sharer. PutW is sent through the wired network to
avoid consuming wireless bandwidth for such a non-critical
message.
When the home directory receives a PutW for a line, it
decrements the SharerCount for the line. If the counter reaches
MaxWiredSharers, the line should transition to S.
To do so, the directory broadcasts a WirelessDowngrade
message (WirDwgr) for the line on the wireless data channel.
As each node receives the message, its cache controller checks
if the cache indeed has the line. If it does not, no action is
taken, otherwise, an acknowledgment message is sent to the
directory with the sender’s node ID. These messages use the
wired network to save wireless bandwidth. When the directory
receives all the MaxWiredSharers acknowledgments expected,
it stores the sharer IDs in the Sharer Pointer field in the
directory entry. In addition, if the LLC line is Dirty, it is
written to memory. Finally, the state is set to S. The transaction
is now complete and the directory accepts new requests. From
now on, all communication occurs via the wired network.
When a core evicts a W line from its private cache because
it needs the space for another line, the hardware also sends a
PutW through the wired network to the directory, which will
decrease SharerCount and may trigger a WirDwgr. In addition,
to keep the directory up to date, a node always informs the
directory when any line is evicted from its private cache.
While this is not strictly needed for non-W lines to attain
the functionality we desire, we do it for simplicity.
C. Primitives for Wireless Protocols
To support efficient wireless cache coherence protocols, we
propose the following two primitives.
1) Selective Data-Channel Jamming: Conventional cache
coherence protocols provide support for a directory to stop

(i.e., buffer) or reject (i.e., bounce) new transactions directed to
a directory entry that is currently busy. We propose to provide
a similar primitive, called Jamming, for wireless directory
protocols. Jamming builds on the BRS wireless protocol [38].
As indicated in Section III-A, in BRS, the second cycle
of every transmission is left idle, so that the transmitting
transceiver can listen if any transceiver reports (with a brief
negative-Ack) a collision in the first cycle.
With this support, when a directory temporarily wants to
prevent any new wireless transaction on a line, it proceeds
as follows. It directs its transceiver to listen to every message
initiation in the wireless data-channel network. If the first cycle
of the message includes a destination address equal to the
line’s address (or potentially equal if all the address bits were
available), the transceiver forces an interruption of the message
by sending a negative-Ack, similarly as if a collision occurred.
As a result, the message will be aborted. With this support,
the directory prevents transactions to the line (with some false
positives), while enabling transactions to other lines.
2) Tone Channel Acknowledgment: In conventional cache
coherence protocols, some transactions require a directory
to collect acknowledgment messages from multiple nodes.
Such messages take a long time to arrive and, in addition,
cause network contention. We propose to support an equivalent
primitive for wireless directory protocols called ToneAck that
allows the directory to receive acknowledgments from many
processors very cheaply. In fact, since wireless messages are
broadcasted, ToneAck involves an acknowledgment from all
the cores.
ToneAck is triggered when a transceiver initiates a certain packet transmission in the wireless data channel —
e.g., a WirUpgr message requested by the local directory.
In ToneAck, all the transceivers except the initiating one
produce a continuous tone in the Tone channel; the initiating
transceiver simply monitors for the existence the tone. In
parallel, each node performs a certain operation (which may
be a simple check to determine that no action is needed) and,
once completed, removes its tone from the Tone channel. Once
the initiating transceiver notices that there is no tone in the
channel, it knows that all nodes have completed their task.
Effectively, ToneAck enables a fast global acknowledgment
operation. We have used ToneAck in Section III-B1 to perform
a global transition from Shared to Wireless state. A similar
support has been proposed by TLSync [39] and WiSync [18]
for efficient core synchronization. However, this is the first
time that this idea is used as part of the transactions of a
cache coherence protocol.
D. Summary: Why Adding Wireless Support To Coherence
Adding support for wireless communication in a large
manycore provides the ability to perform several types of coherence transactions very efficiently, especially those involving
multicasting. While the bandwidth of a wireless network is
limited, the latency of any given transaction is very small.
These properties perfectly fit the sharing pattern considered
in this paper: groups of cores frequently reading and writing

a shared location. Read and write operations do not need
the complicated multi-hop protocol transactions required by
invalidation-based protocols, or the lengthy routing of messages required by invalidation- or update-based protocols in
wired NoCs. Instead, writes transfer a fine-grained update
(rather than a cache line) with about 5ns [18], and reads are
local.
IV. D ETAILED D ESIGN
Figures 4a and 4b show the diagram of all possible transitions between stable states of WiDir in the controllers of the
private cache and directory, respectively. The transitions are
annotated with descriptive labels. As seen in the figures, we
have the four MESI states plus the wireless (W) state.

(a) Private cache controller.

(b) Directory controller.

Fig. 4: Transitions between stable states of WiDir in the
controllers of the private cache (a), and directory (b). In the
figures, black lines are core-initiated transactions; dashed red
lines are directory-initiated transactions; and the blue text is
the added wireless coherence transitions.
Rather than describing the complete protocol in detail, we
focus only on the transitions that come from W or go to W.
Tables I and II describe such transitions for the controllers
of the private cache and directory, respectively. Each row
considers one transition and describes when the transition
happens and the action taken.
A. Private Cache Controller Transitions
As shown in Table I, there are four cases of I→W transitions. The first two are when the directory is in W state
and the cache issues a read request (i.e., a GetS) or a write
request (i.e., a GetX) (while indicating that the core is not a
sharer) to the directory. In this case, the cache receives, via

the wired network, a wireless upgrade message (WirUpgr) plus
the line from the directory, and sends back a wireless upgrade
acknowledgment (WirUpgrAck) to the directory via the wired
network. The cache line transitions to W. Then, if the request
was a GetX, the cache issues the update wirelessly.
The other two cases are when the cache issues a GetS or
GetX (again, while indicating that the core is not a sharer)
to the directory that triggers a directory transition to W. In
this case, the local transceiver receives a broadcast wireless
upgrade message (BrWirUpgr) via the wireless network, and
turns on the tone channel. Then, when the cache receives, via
the wired network, a WirUpgr plus the line from the directory,
it transitions to W and tells the transceiver to turn off the tone
channel. Then, if the request was a GetX, the cache issues the
update wirelessly.
There are two cases of S→W transitions. The first one is
when the local transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr message via
wireless from the directory because the latter transitions to
W. In this case, the transceiver turns on the tone channel, the
cache transitions to W, and the transceiver turns off the tone
channel.
The second case is when the cache issues a GetX to the
directory (while indicating that it is already a sharer) and, by
the time it gets to the directory, the latter has transitioned to W.
In this case, the transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr via wireless,
and turns on the tone channel. The cache transitions to W and
the transceiver turns off the tone channel. Finally, the cache
issues the update wirelessly.
There are two cases of W→W transitions. The first one is
when the core reads; in this case, the hardware reads from the
cache and clears the UpdateCount for the line. The second
case is when the core writes. In this case, the transceiver
broadcasts the updated word (WirUpd) via the wireless data
network. When the transceiver indicates that the broadcast has
succeeded, the local cache is also updated. The UpdateCount
for the line in the cache is cleared.
There is one case of W→S transition. It is when the local
transceiver receives a wireless downgrade message (WirDwgr)
from the directory via wireless because SharerCount decreased
to MaxWiredSharers. In this case, the cache controller sends a
wireless downgrade acknowledgment message (WirDwgrAck)
that includes the core ID to the directory via the wired
network. The line state is changed to S.
There are two cases of W→I transitions. The first is when
the cache evicts a line in W state. In this case, the cache
controller informs the directory by sending it a PutW message
via the wired network. The second case is when the local
transceiver receives a wireless invalidate message (WirInv) for
a line from the directory via wireless because the directory
is evicting the line. The cache invalidates the line and, if the
core has a pending write on the line, it squashes it and retries
it.
B. Directory Controller Transitions
As shown in Table II, the transition S→W occurs when the
directory receives a GetS or GetX from a non-sharer cache

TABLE I: State transitions that come from W or go to W for the controller of the private cache.
Transition
I→W

When?
Cache issues GetS to directory and directory is in W
Cache issues GetX to directory (while indicating that
it is not a sharer) and directory is in W
Cache issues GetS to directory triggering a directory
transition to W

S→W

W →W

W →S

W →I

Cache issues GetX to directory (while indicating that
it is not a sharer) triggering a directory transition to
W
Transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr from the directory
via wireless because the latter transitions to W
Cache issues GetX to directory (while indicating that
it is already a sharer) and, by the time it gets to the
directory, the latter has transitioned to W
Core reads
Core writes

Transceiver receives a WirDwgr from the directory via wireless because SharerCount decreased to
MaxWiredSharers
Cache evicts W line
Transceiver receives a WirInv via wireless from the
directory because the directory wants to evict the line

Action
Cache receives a WirUpgr+line via wired, sends WirUpgrAck back to directory via
wired, and transitions to W
Cache receives a WirUpgr+line via wired, sends WirUpgrAck back to directory via
wired, and transitions to W. The cache issues the update wirelessly
Transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr via wireless, and turns on the tone channel. When
the cache receives a WirUpgr+line via wired, it transitions to W and notifies the
transceiver to turn off the tone channel
Transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr via wireless, and turns on the tone channel. When
the cache receives a WirUpgr+line via wired, it transitions to W and notifies the
transceiver to turn off the tone channel. The cache issues the update wirelessly
Transceiver turns on the tone channel, the cache transitions to W, and the transceiver
turns off tone channel
Transceiver receives a BrWirUpgr via wireless, and turns on the tone channel. The
cache transitions to W and the transceiver turns off the tone channel. Finally, the cache
issues the update wirelessly
UpdateCount is cleared
Transceiver broadcasts the updated word (WirUpd) via wireless. When the transceiver
indicates that the broadcast succeeded, the local cache is updated and UpdateCount
is cleared
Cache sends WirDwgrAck (including core ID) to directory via wired, and changes the
state to S
Cache notifies the directory with PutW via wired
Cache invalidates the line and, if the core has a pending write on the line, it squashes
it and retries it

TABLE II: State transitions that come from W or go to W for the directory controller.
Transition
S→W

W →W

When?
Directory receives a GetS or GetX from a non-sharer
cache via wired and the new number of sharers for
the line is now higher than MaxWiredSharers
Directory receives from a cache via wired a GetS or
GetX (while indicating that it is not a sharer)

W →S

Directory receives a GetX from a cache via wired
(while indicating that it already is sharer). The cache
does not know that the directory is already in W
Transceiver receives an update (WirUpd) via wireless
from a sharer cache
Directory receives a PutW via wired
Directory receives a PutW via wired

W →I

Directory evicts a line shared wirelessly

Action
Transceiver broadcasts BrWirUpgr via wireless and turns on jamming for the line.
Directory sends WirUpgr+line to the requester via wired. Once the tone channel is
silent, directory sets the state to W and sets SharerCount, and jamming is turned off
Transceiver turns on jamming, and directory sends WirUpgr+line via wired to the
requester. When the directory receives its WirUpgrAck via wired, it increments
SharerCount and the transceiver turns off jamming
Directory discards message since a previously-sent BrWirUpgr via wireless already
provided the information about the new directory state
SharerCount is incremented
SharerCount is decremented and is still higher than MaxWiredSharers
SharerCount is decremented and now becomes MaxWiredSharers. Transceiver broadcasts WirDwgr wirelessly and directory waits for WirDwgrAck acknowledgments via
wired. Upon receiving all MaxWiredSharers WirDwgrAcks, the directory records their
core IDs in the sharer pointers, writes the line to memory if it is dirty in the LLC,
and sets the state to S
Transceiver broadcasts a WirInv via wireless. If the line is dirty in the LLC, the line
is written to memory

via the wired network, and the new number of sharers for
the line is now higher than MaxWiredSharers. In this case,
the local transceiver broadcasts a BrWirUpgr via the wireless
network and turns on jamming in the wireless data network
for the line. The directory sends WirUpgr plus the line to the
requester node via the wired network. Once the transceiver
detects that the tone channel is silent, the directory sets the
state to W and sets SharerCount to the count of sharers, and
jamming is turned off.
The transition W→W occurs in four cases. The first one
is when the directory receives from a cache via the wired
network a GetS or GetX (while indicating that the cache is
not a sharer). In this case, the transceiver turns on jamming

and the directory sends, via the wired network, a WirUpgr
plus the line to the requester. When the directory receives a
WirUpgrAck via the wired network, it increments SharerCount
and the transceiver turns off jamming.
The second case is when the directory receives a GetX from
a cache via the wired network (while indicating that the cache
is already a sharer). The cache does not know that the directory
is already in W. In this case, the directory discards the message
since a previously-sent BrWirUpgr via the wireless network
already provided the information about the new directory state.
The third case is when the transceiver in the node of the
directory receives an update (WirUpd) via the wireless network
from a sharer cache. In this case, the directory increments

SharerCount. The fourth case is when the directory receives
a PutW message via the wired network, as a result of a
wireless sharer evicting the line from its cache. In this case,
the directory decrements SharerCount and finds that the value
is still higher than MaxWiredSharers.
The W→S transition occurs when the directory receives
a PutW message via the wired network as before but, as
the directory decrements SharerCount, it finds that the value
is MaxWiredSharers. In this case, the transceiver broadcasts
WirDwgr wirelessly, and the directory waits for WirDwgrAck
acknowledgments from MaxWiredSharers cores via the wired
network. Upon receiving them, the directory records their core
IDs in the sharer pointers, writes the line back to memory if
the Dirty bit in the LLC is set, and sets the state to S.
The transition W→I occurs when the directory evicts a line
shared wirelessly. In this case, the transceiver broadcasts a
WirInv message via the wireless network. If the Dirty bit of
the line in the LLC is set, the line is written to memory.
C. Correct Operation of Wireless Transactions
Writes that use the wireless network, like all other writes,
are kept in a core’s write buffer until they complete. The
process of performing such a write involves multiple steps.
First, the local transceiver has to obtain access to the wireless
data network. Then, the transceiver has to succeed in sending
the packet without collisions. Once the packet is guaranteed to
successfully transmit (i.e., when the second cycle in the transmission indicates that there is no collision), the transceiver
signals the write buffer to merge the write into the local cache.
Once the merging is done, the write is complete.
Before the transceiver manages to successfully send a packet
through the wireless network, the transceiver may receive
wireless updates to the line from remote cores. In this case,
such updates are performed before the local one. It is also
possible that the transceiver receives a wireless invalidation
for the line (WirInv) because the line’s entry in the directory
in a remote node is being evicted. In this case, the local cache
line is invalidated and the local write is retried. As the local
write retries, it will issue a transaction using the wired network
that will cause the directory to allocate a new entry for the
line. In all of these transactions, successful transmission in the
wireless network acts as a serialization point. These wireless
transactions cannot change local state in caches or directories
until the packet is guaranteed to successfully transmit in the
wireless network.
A wireless read-modify-write (RMW) instruction is implemented in a similar way. When the RMW instruction reaches
its turn to execute according to the consistency model, the
hardware issues a read followed by a write to the corresponding line. The read reads the line from the L1 and marks it
as non-evictable; the write does not update the line yet and,
instead, reaches the local transceiver, to be sent to the wireless
network. From the time the write is issued until it is guaranteed
to successfully transmit in the wireless network, the hardware
monitors for any incoming wireless transaction that updates
or invalidates the line. If one such transaction is received,

TABLE III: Architecture modeled. RT means round trip.
Architecture
Core
ROB; ld/st queue
Write buffer
L1 I+D caches
L2 cache
L2 bank
On-chip network
Off-chip memory
Cache Coherence
Data Wireless channel
Tone Wireless channel
MaxWiredSharers
MAC Protocol
Transceiver
Data converter
Serializer/Deserializer
Data+tone antennas
All RF circuit in node

General Parameters
Manycore with 64 cores
Out of order, 4-issue wide, 1GHz, x86 ISA
180 entries; 64 entries
64 entries
Private 64KB, WB (data), 2-way, 2-cycle RT, 64B lines
Shared, per-core 512KB bank (32 MB total), WB
8-way, 12-cycle RT (local), 64B lines
2D-mesh, 1 cycle/hop, 128-bit links
Connected to 4 memory controllers, 80-cycle RT
WiDir Parameters
Enhances a Dir_3_B MESI directory protocol
60GHz, 20Gb/s, 4 cyc. transfer + 1 cyc. collision detect.
90GHz, 1Gb/s, 1 cycle transfer latency
3 sharers/line
BRS [38] (exponential backoff)
At 65nm: 0.25mm2 , 30mW [17], [41], [42]
At 65nm: 0.03mm2 , 0.72mW [43]
At 65nm: 0.04mm2 , 10.8mW [44]
At 65nm: 0.08mm2 [45]
At 65nm: Area: 0.4mm2 , Transmitting: 39.4mW, Receiving: 39.4mW, Idle: 26.9mW (power gating analog
amplifier, with transient energy of 1.14 pJ)

the write fails and is not sent to the wireless network. The
hardware then retries the whole RMW instruction. Otherwise,
as soon as the transceiver acknowledges that the write is
guaranteed to successfully transmit in the wireless network,
the write updates the L1 and the RMW instruction completes.
V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
We use the SST [40] simulation framework as a cycle-level,
execution-driven simulator to model a server architecture with
64 cores. The architecture parameters, as well as the energy
and area of the wireless components are shown in Table III.
Each processor tile is composed of an out-of-order core with
private L1 instruction and data caches. L2 is shared and
physically distributed across the processor tiles. For the NoC,
we use a 2D-mesh topology with a latency of 1 cycle per hop.
We augment the simulator to model in detail the transmissions
and collision handling required by the wireless network. The
data channel of the wireless network has a bandwidth of 20
Gb/s. This is adequate to transmit a 64-bit word and its address
in 4 cycles. Collision detection adds one additional cycle.
We use McPAT [46] and CACTI [47] to model the energy
consumed by cores and memory hierarchy, as well as a
calibrated DSENT [48] to model the energy of the wired links
and routers. To compute the power and area consumed by
the wireless hardware (transceiver, data converter, serializer,
deserializer, and antennas), we use and adapt published data
in 65 nm technology [17], [41]–[45], [49]. Because some of
the components’ data were given only for 16 Gb/s, we linearly
scaled up their power and area to match our 20 Gb/s bit rate.
The next step would be to scale these numbers down to the 22
nm technology used for the rest of the system. The power and
area of the wireless components would be lower, as proposed
by other researchers [50], [51]. However, in this paper we
choose to be conservative and not scale them down. Finally,
the energy parameters of the wireless components in Table III
also take into consideration the fact that the transmitter’s power

Name
water-spa
water-nsq
ocean-nc
volrend
radiosity
raytrace
cholesky

SPLASH-3 [57]
MPKI
Name
0.49
fft
2.86
lu-nc
16.05
lu-c
radix
2.44
5.28
barnes
10.05
fmm
5.92

MPKI
5.05
21.52
1.9
9.41
9.53
1.88

PARSEC [58]
Name
MPKI
blackscholes
0.13
bodytrack
7.51
canneal
23.21
dedup
4.1
fluidanimate
1.27
ferret
6.34
freqmine
8.84

For the SPLASH-3 applications, we use the default input
sets as described in [57] and, for PARSEC, we use the standard
simsmall [58]. The input set sizes were chosen to allow
running the default region of interest of each application to
completion within a realistic time frame of up to a few days
of simulation.
VI. R ESULTS
In this section, we analyze the data sharing, and then
evaluate performance, energy, and area. Finally, we perform a
sensitivity analysis.
A. Data Sharing Analysis
Figure 5 considers only the wireless updates in WiDir, and
shows a histogram of the number of sharers that are updated
per write. We group the number of sharers in bins: up to 5,
6-10, 11-25, 26-49, and 50 or more. The figure shows that, for
many applications, a wireless write updates many caches. For
other applications, only a few caches are typically updated.
On average, we see that updates with few sharers (up to 5)
account for 36% of these writes. On the other hand, updates
with many sharers (50+) account for 37% of these writes. The
latter typically correspond to highly-shared variables, such as
locks and barriers. This category is the one that offers the
highest benefit from the wireless mode.
Note that the detection of lines with many sharers does not
require any user effort. The hardware automatically identifies
them and switches them to wireless mode.
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Fig. 5: Number of sharers updated upon a wireless write in
WiDir.
B. Performance Analysis
Cache Misses. Figure 6 shows the L1 misses per kilo instruction (MPKI) in WiDir and Baseline, normalized to Baseline.
The figure is broken down into read and write misses. We
can see that, on average, the MPKI is reduced by 15%. The
misses eliminated are coherence misses. WiDir removes them
by virtue of updating the sharers of a wireless line upon a
write, as opposed to invalidating them.
Baseline

MPKI Over Baseline

TABLE IV: Evaluated applications characterized by L1 MPKI
in Baseline.
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amplifier and the receiver’s low noise amplifier can be power
gated when not in use [17], [52].
Our evaluation assumes a highly reliable wireless technology. In the past, wireless on-chip links encountered sizable
error rates [53]–[55]. However, improvements in recent years
(e.g., [56]) have enabled wireless on-chip links with error
rates like those of on-chip wires (10−15 ), making corrupted
messages extremely infrequent. Note also that the rate of these
noise-related errors can be made arbitrarily low by increasing
the signal strength.
To evaluate the efficacy of our design, we compare it to a
Baseline manycore system that uses the Dir3 B MESI directory
protocol without the wireless support of WiDir. We evaluate
a wide range of multi-threaded applications from SPLASH3 [57] and PARSEC [58]. These applications are listed and
characterized by their L1 misses-per-kilo-instruction (MPKI)
for Baseline in Table IV. They have different levels of finegrained data sharing, as well as different access patterns.

Fig. 6: Misses-per-kilo-instruction in WiDir and Baseline,
normalized to Baseline.
The reduction in MPKI is especially large in radiosity. For
this application, Figure 5 showed that over 90% of the wireless
writes in WiDir update 50+ sharers. Updating so many sharers,
as opposed to invalidating them, achieves a large reduction
in MPKI. Other applications that see a sizable reduction in
MPKI are water-spa, ocean-nc, barnes, and fmm. Most of
these applications have a large average number of wireless
sharers updated per write (Figure 5). However, the two figures
are not perfectly correlated because there are also misses to
non-wireless lines.
Memory Latency. Figure 7 shows the overall latency of
memory operations in WiDir and Baseline, normalized to
Baseline. This latency is computed by counting, for a each
request, the number of cycles from the time the request enters
the ROB until it retires from the ROB, and then adding over all
the loads and over all the stores. The figure is broken down into
loads and stores. Note that this computation does not take into
account the fact that some accesses stall the ROB while others

Stores

Memory stall

Rest

TABLE V: Distribution of number of network hops per leg for
messages sent through the wired mesh, in the 64-core Baseline
architecture.
0-2
17%

3-5
22%

6-8
31%

9-11
21%

12-16
9%

Execution Time. Figure 8 presents the execution time of the
applications in WiDir and Baseline, normalized to Baseline.
From top to bottom, the graphs show runs for 64 cores (a),
32 cores (b), and 16 cores (c). Each bar is broken down into
cycles when the execution is stalled due to a pending memory
access (Memory stall) and the rest of cycles (Rest).
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We see that WiDir reduces the total latency of memory
access in nearly all of the applications. Moreover, the reductions are similar in both loads and stores. Some applications
such as ocean-nc, raytrace, fft, lu-c, and fmm have large
latency reductions. These applications are likely to be sped-up
significantly by WiDir. Overall, on average, WiDir reduces the
total latency of memory accesses by 35% over Baseline.
Wired Network Hops. In a conventional wired protocol, read
and write miss transactions often require multiple coherence
hops (or legs), as the directory forwards messages to other
sharers. In a large chip, such as the 64-core manycore that we
are considering, each of these legs of a coherence transaction
ends up incurring a high cost due to the large number of
network hops that each message has to go through in the wired
mesh.
To assess this cost, we count, for each leg of a coherence
transaction in Baseline, the number of network hops that the
message has to go through. Table V shows the fraction of
messages in our applications that need a certain number of
network hops in a leg. We group the number of hops in bins
of 0-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, and 12-16 hops. We can see that more
than half of all the messages in the baseline have to perform
at least 6 network hops per leg to reach their destination. In
contrast, in WiDir, writes to wireless lines are broadcasted to
all sharers in a single hop. This capability reduces memory
and communication latency.

Normalized Execution Time

(a) 64 cores

Fig. 7: Overall latency of memory operations in WiDir and
Baseline, normalized to Baseline.
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Time to Retire Loads and Stores

are simply overlapped with the former. However, it gives some
insight into the relative importance of memory cycles in the
two architectures.

(c) 16 cores

Fig. 8: Execution time in WiDir and Baseline, normalized to
Baseline for 64 (a), 32 (b), and 16 (c) core executions. The
bars are broken down into memory stall cycles and the rest of
cycles.

Consider first the 64-core runs (Figure 8a). We can see that,
in Baseline, many of the cycles are wasted to memory stall. On
average, nearly 65% of the cycles fall into this category. With
WiDir, many applications reduce their execution time, sometimes substantially. Such reductions are caused by decreases
in the memory stall cycles. The Rest cycles change only a
little, although sometimes they go up noticeably. The reason
for the change is that the timing of the instructions changes
between WiDir and Baseline. On average, WiDir manages to
reduce over one third of the memory stall time. As a result, on
average, the total execution time of the applications reduces
by 22%.
Generally, the applications that benefit the most from WiDir
have some of the highest percentages of memory stall cycles

in Baseline. They include ocean-nc, radiosity, raytrace, and
barnes. Wireless transactions directly reduce the number of
misses and, hence, the memory stall time. However, there are
also applications where WiDir has practically no impact. They
include blackscholes, bodytrack, dedup, ferret, and freqmine.
As we decrease the number of cores in the architecture, the
speed-ups decrease. Specifically, for 32 cores (Figure 8b) and
16 cores (Figure 8c), the average execution time reduction of
the applications is 11% and 4%, respectively. With fewer cores,
the latency of the wired network is smaller and, in addition,
variables are shared by fewer cores.
C. Energy and Area Analysis
Energy. Figure 9 shows the energy consumed by WiDir and
Baseline, normalized to Baseline. The energy is broken down
into the energy of the core, the private L1s, the shared L2 plus
directory, the wired NoC, and the WNoC.
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Fig. 9: Energy consumed by WiDir and Baseline, normalized
to Baseline.
We see that Baseline spends on average about 60% of the
energy in the core, 5% in the instruction and data L1 caches,
20% in the shared L2 and directory, and 15% in the wired
NoC. In WiDir, we have the same categories plus the energy
contribution of the WNoC.
The WNoC and coherence protocol of WiDir reduce the
cost of polling operations and long distance communications.
Therefore, they reduce the energy consumption. On average,
the energy consumed by WiDir is 21% lower than in Baseline.
Across applications, the energy reductions are very similar to
the execution time reductions (Figure 8a). In addition, we can
see that the energy contribution of the WNoC is modest: on
average, it is 5.9% of the WiDir energy.
Finally, since the energy reduction of WiDir is roughly
similar to the execution time reduction, we conclude that the
power consumed by Baseline and WiDir are very similar.
Area. Table III showed that an estimate of the area overhead
of the transceiver, data converter, serializer, deserializer, and
antennas at 65nm technology is 0.4 mm2 . Several authors [50],
[51] argue that the area reduces linearly with the feature size.
Consequently, we expect that, for a current technology like
10 nm or lower, the area overhead of the wireless network
support is modest.

D. Speedup and Sensitivity Analysis
As the number of cores in the manycore increases, so does
the overhead of traditional coherence protocols, as well as
the cost of traversing the wired mesh. With WiDir, the added
wireless coherence protocol reduces the overhead of the cache
lines that are highly shared and would suffer the most. The
result is a better scalability of WiDir with the number of cores
than Baseline.
Figure 10 shows the execution speedup of WiDir and
Baseline as the number of cores increases. The speedups are
computed relative to the execution time of Baseline with four
cores. From the figure, we can see that, up to 16 cores, the
difference in speedup between WiDir and Baseline is small.
This is because the cost of traversing the wired network is
small, and the number of cores sharing a cache line is typically
modest. As a result, WiDir cannot provide much benefit.
However, as the size of the chip increases to 32 and 64 cores,
WiDir benefits from having more cache lines in wireless mode,
while Baseline is harmed by the increased cost of traversing
the wired network. Thus, the average speedups of WiDir and
Baseline diverge. Hence, WiDir is more scalable.
Max
Wired
Sharers

Sp.

Coll.
prob.

2
3
4
5

1.22x
1.43x
1.38x
1.31x

6.93%
3.14%
2.24%
1.70%

TABLE VI: Speedups of
WiDir over Baseline, and
Fig. 10: Average execution time collision probability in
speedup of WiDir and Baseline over WiDir, for different values of MaxWiredSharers.
the 4-core Baseline.
We now consider the effect of the threshold for the number
of cores that need to be sharing a line, for the line to switch
to wireless (MaxWiredSharers). Recall that the default value
of MaxWiredSharers is 3. In this section, we change its value
to 2, 4, and 5.
For the different values of MaxWiredSharers, Table VI
shows two measures: (i) the average execution time speedup
of WiDir over Baseline for 64-core runs (Sp.), and (ii) the
probability of collisions of messages in the wireless network
in WiDir (Coll. prob.). The values for MaxWiredSharers equal
to 3 are 1.43x and 3.14%, respectively.
When we switch to wireless mode sooner (i.e., MaxWiredSharers equal to 2), more lines are in wireless mode. This
increases contention and collisions in the wireless medium
(from 3.14% to 6.93%), and in turn hurts speedups (from 1.43x
to 1.22x) compared to the default MaxWiredSharers value of
3. It can be shown, however, that some applications such as
lu-nc, fmm, and canneal actually attain higher speedups when
switching to wireless mode sooner.
When we increase the threshold to switch to wireless later
(MaxWiredSharers equal to 4 and 5), fewer lines are in

wireless mode. Hence, we reduce the amount of traffic in
the wireless medium, which in turn decreases the probability
of wireless collisions (from 3.14% to 2.24% and 1.70%).
However, the result is reduced speedups (from 1.43x to 1.38x
and 1.31x), due to missing opportunities to use the wireless
medium. No application attains a higher speedup with these
higher MaxWiredSharers values.
Overall, our default MaxWiredSharers value of 3 works best.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Wireless Architectures. We described WiSync [18], Choi et
al. [19], Mondal et al. [27], and Replica [20] in Section II.
Other works use a WNoC to accelerate the communication
patterns of applications such as graph analytics [59], molecular
dynamics simulations [60], and brain-machine interfaces [61].
These other works differ from WiDir in that the wireless links
are used to reduce the average network latency regardless of
the coherence state. Further, the network is optimized for a
particular set of applications only.
There are many proposals for Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocols for WNoCs [62]–[65]. WiDir has used BRS,
but practically any other WNoC MAC protocol could be used
as well.
Snooping-based Protocols. WiDir’s wireless network provides a totally-ordered interconnect and efficient broadcasting
to satisfy misses with low latency. Snooping protocols [4], [34]
also use a totally-ordered interconnect. Several works extend
snooping coherence to unordered interconnects to improve its
scalability [66]–[72]. The idea is to provide ordering guarantees, either at the protocol level via tokens associated to each
cache line [67] or at the network level using global timestamps
[66], snoop-order numbers [69], a logical embedded-ring [68],
or a dedicated ordering network [70]–[72]. Depending on the
protocol, the scalability is fundamentally limited by the increasing ordering buffer requirements, latency of serialization,
or inefficiency of filling a mesh NoC with broadcasts.
Protocols with Emerging Interconnect Technologies. Optical/RF transmissions via shared nanophotonic waveguides
[73]–[77] or transmission lines (TLs) [39], [78]–[82] can
provide ordered broadcast. Some proposals use these global
interconnects to implement conventional snooping coherence
[73], custom limited directory protocols [75], race-free protocols via globally shared locks [74], or to speed-up synchronization [39], [83]. Compared to wireless networks, both
nanophotonics and TLs are more energy efficient and provide
higher bandwidth because of their guided nature. However,
network design becomes more complex than wireless because
a maze of physical waveguides/TLs needs be planned and
laid down. Both technologies also have scalability issues in
globally-shared networks. In nanophotonics, there are losses
added by each and every power divider, modulator, coupler,
and receiver along the path. In TLs, there is the need of
a centralized arbiter for the bus, and of overcoming signal
reflections with amplifying stages between segments, which
are costly and complicate the design.

Scalable Directory Protocols. We outlined a variety of protocols with scalable directories [6], [7], [33] in Section II.
Another way to scale the directory is by dividing the manycore
into coherence domains [84], where only the nodes in the same
domain are kept coherent with each other. WiDir, instead, not
only allows the directory to scale without domain restrictions,
but also boosts performance by enabling broadcast updates of
highly-shared lines.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
To handle sharing patterns where a group of cores frequently
reads and writes a set of shared variables, this paper used onchip wireless network technology to augment a conventional
invalidation-based directory cache coherence protocol. The resulting protocol, called WiDir, seamlessly transitions between
wired and wireless coherence transactions for the same line
based on the program’s access patterns in a programmertransparent manner. In this paper, we described the protocol in
detail. Further, an evaluation showed that WiDir substantially
reduces the memory stall time of applications. For 64-core
runs, WiDir reduced the execution time of applications by an
average of 22% compared to MESI. Moreover, WiDir was
shown to be more scalable than MESI. These benefits were
obtained with a very modest power cost.
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